
Work History

Senior Software
Engineer

Anderson
Reinkordt

Contact

Address
2334 S 18th ST
Lincoln, NE, 68502

Phone
402-904-2933

E-mail
anderson.reinkordt@gmail.c
om

Skills

Ruby on Rails, JavaScript,
Lisp, Bash, HTML, CSS, yaml

Git, GitHub, BitBucket

Docker

AWS

Postgres, MySQL

Emacs, Developer tooling,
BASH scripting

Sidekiq, PagerDuty, Sentry,
BugSnag, DataDog

Full stack software engineer

Senior Software Engineer with 9+ years experience in full-stack Ruby on
Rails development, 7+ years of this experience is in financial tech, MSR,
Ecomm/MOTO, EMV (contact & contactless) payment processing
integration and certification.

Senior Software Engineer
Huntress Labs

Engineered solutions for Microsoft365 project,
allowing for monitoring and threat hunting malicious
actors at ground zero for social engineering efforts
Acted as rotational SRE, monitoring for new and
existing bugs, triaging and communicating to keep
priorities in line with current development
Trained and mentored junior developers and
engineers, teaching skills in Full Stack Rails
development and working to improve overall team
performance

2022-08 -
Current

Senior Software Engineer
Stripe

Engineered solutions on Amazon Seller Partner API
integration, responsible for providing relevant tax
compliance information for TaxJar users
Produced core discovery work for integration of
TaxJar into Stripe systems

2021-08 -
2022-08

Senior Software Engineer
TaxJar

Automated internal analysis reporting on tax
remediation discrepancy reporting tools, effectively
eliminating hours of developer time and putting the
action in the hands of support staff to use a
dashboard button
Regular rotation on SRE responsibilities, including
monitoring HoneyBadger, Splunk, Sentry, NewRelic

2021-03 -
2021-08

Full Stack Software Engineer
PaymentSpring

Developed middleware for Account Updater service

2019-07 -
2021-03



to AWS SAM state machine, integrations with S3 to
keep customers Credentials on File in sync with
payment processors
Improved developer onboarding process and
documentation, Agile practices; dedicated to
improvement of development process, adherence
to Agile principles, architecture design and code
conventions
Regular SRE rotation with client services and
production support - resolving issues through triage,
delegation, and making sure issues are tracked

Core Software Engineer
CardFlight

Engineered integration libraries for multiple payment
systems certifications on major payment processors
including Vantiv (now Worldpay) 610 host and First
Data Omaha
Developed code testing (Rspec), coverage
(simplecov), and analysis (rubocop) practices with
engineering team
Speaker at first 402 Developers meetup

2016-10 -
2019-07

Full stack, Ruby on Rails developer
Bootstrapped learning Ruby on Rails and ran with it
Developed several integrations with SFTP, web
application services, databases, payment gateway
clients, e-commerce shops
Developed and maintained Ruby on Rails
applications for local professionals/businesses

2014-01 -
2016-10


